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Direct Drive Motor
The advanced brushless direct drive motor rotates the drum directly without a belt and pulley.  As the 
power is delivered directly to the drum unwanted vibrations and noises are minimised and energy 
consumption is optimized.  Available in our 8.5kg front loader washing machine.  (PW-F85-W)

Air Bubble
Millions of air bubbles are forced into the wash cycle to increase the cleaning power when they penetrate 
the fibre on clothes.  This reduces the amount of detergent needed, reduces the detergent residues and is 
very gentle on your clothes.  (PW-F85-W)

Opti-Wash Feature
A unique feature of our 7kg front loading washing machine is the 
Opti-Wash.  This feature is automatically activated on each cycle, giving 
you a great optimal wash result every time, reduced water consumption 
and shorter cycle times. You can also be more confident that your 
favourite clothing item will not shrink or be damaged during a suitable 
washing cycle as the temperature is constantly monitored to maintain 
total garment care.  (PW-F7-W)

For more information visit us online at parmco.co.nz, at one of our stockists or pop into our showroom to 
discover fantastic products that will suit your taste, your home and your budget. 

ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE PARMCO LAUNDRY RANGE

Washing Machine
8.5kg

Washing Machine
7kg

Sensor Tumble Dryer
6kg

PW-F85-W PW-F7-W PT-F6-W

LAUNDRY / WINTER 2014 EDITION

CLEANING MADE EASY WITH 
PARMCO LAUNDRY.

For a cleaner, smarter lifestyle!



Product Dimensions LS-SLIM LS-6-D LS-9-D

Width (mm) 380 560 900

Depth (mm) 555 550 555

Min-Max Height (mm) 905-925 905-925 910-930

Variation in height due to adjustable feet, allow extra 20mm.

For over 24 years, Parmco has been 
supplying Kiwi’s with high quality 
kitchen and laundry appliances.  We 
are not just proud to be 100% Kiwi 
owned and operated; our products 
are custom made for Kiwi homes too.

Parmco’s laundry stations share many 
standard features. They are made 
to the highest quality standards, 
ensuring an easy to use and storage 
friendly space so you can spend less 
time on laundry and more time on 
enjoying other things.

Featuring easy to install single or twin 
doors with magnetic catches, a strong, 
large capacity stainless steel bowl, 
single lever mixer tap and dual side 
inlets, our laundry stations compliment 
any laundry room making clean up 
quick and easy.  

The Deluxe models have a side 
mounted non rot PVC shelf, providing 
extra storage as well as an offset water 
basket preventing water splash backs. 
Backed up by our 2 year – No Hassles 
warranty.

LS-SLIM DLS-6-D     LS-9-D

Size 380mm 600mm     900mm

S/S bowl capacity 20L 30L     30L

Sound deadening pad √ √     √

All pressure single lever mixer tap √ √     √

Control valves supplied √ √     √

Dual side inlets √ √     √

Offset water basket √     √

White non rot PVC shelf √     √

Twin doors with magnetic catches √     √

Triple drawer storage     √

Flat stainless steel fascia 
provides SINK TOP SHELF.

Side mounted waste
creates MORE ROOM.

      Side mounted non rot shelf 
provides EXTRA STORAGE.

Metal bottom shelf
for LONGER LIFE.

Slide out triple drawers 
provide ORGANISED AREAS.

Parmco Laundry Stations,
simply - the best...

Side dimples provide 
WATER DRAINAGE.

PARMCO LAUNDRY STATIONS


